SLIDEDIETS

1.5 HOUR CUSTOMIZED SLIDEDIETS WORKSHOP

This course is designed to provide tailored improvement techniques to an organization.

We discuss how to simplify content without losing meaning, how to communicate more visually, and some software tricks that will help slides work harder.

The content is delivered in a before & after methodology which highlights areas for improvement, teaches the skills necessary and then presents a final product.

1 HOUR POWERPOINT 101

By popular demand, we’ve put together a workshop segment on PowerPoint functionality, best practices, and tips and tricks.

We teach this workshop on the latest software and cue for the team where to find certain tools in both Mac & PC interfaces. This is best for teams that are at a beginner level in PowerPoint.

1.5 HOUR CUSTOMIZED TEMPLATE TRAINING

Completely tailored to an organization’s template, this training picks up where 101 leaves off.

The curriculum covers template functionality, how to get the most out of your corporate template, and brand guideline dos & don’ts.

This training is most helpful either paired with 101 or for teams with a bit more software experience.